This paper extends Slutsky's classic work on consumer theory to a random horizon stochastic dynamic framework in which the consumer has an inter-temporal planning horizon with uncertainties in future incomes, preferences and life-span. Utility maximization leading to a set of ordinary wealth-dependent demand functions is performed. A dual problem is set up to derive the wealth compensated demand functions. This represents the first time that wealth-dependent ordinary demand functions and wealth compensated demand functions are obtained under these uncertainties. The corresponding Roy's identity relationships and Slutsky equations in a random horizon stochastic dynamic framework with uncertain preferences are derived. The analysis incorporates realistic characteristics in consumer theory and advances the conventional microeconomic study on consumption to a more realistic optimal control framework.
Introduction
The ground-breaking work by Slutsky (1915) laid the foundation for rigorous analysis of optimal consumption decision in microeconomics. The analysis, which showed that the effect of a price change on the demand of a good can be decomposed into substitution effects and income effect, yields significant economic implications (see Varian (1992) ). This prominent contribution in consumer theory, known as the Slutsky equation, was christened by John Hicks as the 'Fundamental Equation of Value Theory'. It becomes an integral part of mainstream economics and consumer theory. The papers by Allen (1936 and 1950) , Hicks and Allen (1934) , Schultz (1935) , Dooley (1983) and Epps (1975) propagated Slutsky's classic work. Another milestone in consumer theory is Roy's identity (1947) which provides an often invoked mathematical result in consumer theory. In addition, the identity is also instrumental in proving the Slutsky equation. Yeung (2013) extended Slutsky's work to a stochastic dynamic framework in which the consumer has a T -period life-span with future incomes being uncertain and derived the stochastic dynamic Slutsky equations. Yeung (2014) further extended Slutsky's consumer problem into a dynamic framework in which the consumer has a random life-span and with uncertain future incomes.
In this paper, uncertainties in the consumer's future preferences is incorporated to Yeung's (2014) extension of the Slutsky framework to reflect an often observed reality in consumer choice. Changes in conditions that could not be perfectly foreseen like health, taste, habits, technology, style, culture and family composition contribute to uncertainty in future preferences. In particular, optimal consumption choice under a dynamic framework with uncertainties in the consumer's life-span, future incomes and future preferences is examined. Inter-temporal wealth-dependent ordinary demand functions and wealth compensated demand functions are obtained. Two of the most crucial foundations in consumer theory -Roy's identity and Slutsky equation -are derived in a random horizon stochastic dynamic framework with uncertainty in the consumer's future preferences.
The paper is organized as follows. We first present a dynamic model of utility maximization by a consumer with an uncertain life-span, uncertain future incomes and uncertain future preferences in Section 2. In Section 3, a set of wealth-dependent ordinary demands is characterized. The Roy's identity result in a random horizon stochastic dynamic framework with uncertain future preferences is derived in Section 4. The dual problem is formulated in Section 5 and the corresponding wealth compensated demand functions are obtained. Stochastic dynamic Slutsky equations for the consumer with uncertainties in life-span, future incomes and preferences are formulated in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper. may also be equal to 1. For notational simplicity we adopt the notation
Dynamic Utility Maximization under Uncertainties in Incomes, Preferences and Life-span
3) is a random horizon discrete-time stochastic control problem with uncertain payoffs (see Petrosyan (2013 and 2014) . The consumer problem can be formulized as the maximization of the (discounted) payoff: (2.4) subject to the budget constraint characterized by the wealth dynamics
In a stochastic dynamic framework, strategy space with state-dependent property has to be considered. In particular, given that the preference of the consumer is ) (
, is the strategy space and each of its elements is a admissible strategy. We define the value function ) , ( 
which provides an optimal consumption solution as follows: 
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, the problem in (2.8)-(2.9) can be expressed as
Now consider the problem when the consumer survives to period 1 
T
and his preference is governed by ) ( 
can be expressed as:
In (2.17) the term (2.17)
gives the expected inter-temporal utility to be maximized in period
exists, we have: 
We use *  W to denote the set of possible values of wealth
at period  along the optimal trajectory generated by Theorem 2.1.
Wealth-Dependent Ordinary Demand
In this section, we consider the primal problem of deriving wealth-dependent ordinary demand functions in which the consumer maximizes his inter-temporal expected utility subject to uncertain inter-temporal budget, life-span and future preferences. Following the analysis in Yeung (2014) we first consider the case when the consumer survives in the last period and his preference is ) (
, to exhaust all the wealth in this period,
Problem (3.1) is a standard single period utility maximization problem. Setting up the corresponding Lagrange problem and performing the relevant maximization one obtains a set of first order conditions. It is well-known (see Cheung and Yeung (1995) ) that if the set of first order conditions satisfies the implicit function theorem, one can obtain the ordinary demand as explicit functions of the parameters 0 T W and T p , that is:
To show this we note that the problem in period T in Theorem 5.1 is
Since the problem ) ( max can be expressed as a single-period problem:
First order condition for a maximizing solution yields
Again, with the implicit function holding, (3.5) can be solved to yield the ordinary demands in period
Note that ) , , ( 
, which is the period 1  T condition to be maximized in Theorem 2.1. Since the controls for problem (3.4) and the transformed problem (3.6) are the same, we have ) , , (
1
. Invoking (2.6) and Theorem 2.1,
Repeating the analysis for periods 2  T to 1 yields the consumer problem at period
where
, and ) ; (
; 1
First order condition for a maximizing solution to the problems in (3.7) can be obtained as:
Note also the condition that in period  , good i will be consumed up the point where marginal utility of consumption ) (
In particular, the expected marginal utility of wealth takes into consideration the random future income and preferences plus the probability of the consumer surviving in period 1   . Solving (3.8) yields the ordinary demands in period  as:
(3.9)
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After solving the primal consumer problem which maximizes expected utility subject to uncertainties in future income, future preferences and life-span, we proceed to derive the Roy's identity result in a dynamic framework with uncertainties in future life-span, preferences and incomes.
Random Horizon Stochastic Dynamic Roy's Identity under Uncertain Preferences
In this section we derive the stochastic dynamic version of Roy's identity with uncertainties in future life-span, preferences and incomes. Invoking (3.7) we obtain the identity
Differentiating the inter-temporal indirect utility function in (4.1) with respect to
Invoking the first order conditions in (3.8) the term inside the curly brackets vanishes, condition (4.2) then becomes:
The effect of a change in initial wealth on the maximized utility can be obtained by differentiating ) , (
(4.4) Again, invoking the first order conditions in (3.8), the term inside the curly brackets vanishes, condition (4.4) then becomes:
(4.5) Dividing the right-hand-side of equation (4.3) by the right-hand-side of equation (4.5) and the left-hand-side of (4.3) by the left-hand-side of (4.5) yields:
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Condition (4.6) provides a random horizon stochastic dynamic version of Roy's identity involving a change in current prices under uncertain future preferences. Then we consider deriving the random horizon stochastic dynamic Roy's identity under uncertain future preferences for a change in prices in current and future periods. 
Theorem 4.1. Random Horizon Stochastic Dynamic Roy's Identity under Uncertain Preferences
; 1 
(4.9)
Proof.
See the Appendix. ■ Theorem 4.1 gives the random horizon stochastic dynamic Roy's identity under uncertain future preferences. Invoking (A.9) in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in the Appendix, an alternative form of the random horizon stochastic dynamic Roy's identity can be expressed as: 
Duality and Wealth Compensated Demand
In this section, we invoke the duality principle in consumer theory to construct wealth compensated demand functions under an uncertain inter-temporal budget, uncertain preferences and a random life-span. To do this, we consider the dual problem of minimizing expenditure covered by the current wealth subject to maintaining the level of utility achieved in the primal problem. Following the analysis in Yeung (2014) we first examine the case when the consumer survives in the last period and his preference is ) (
denote the consumer's wealth in period T . Since wealth equals income in this period, to derive the compensated demand we follow the standard single period consumer problem of T T x x p T min subject to achieving the level of utility ) (
Setting the corresponding Lagrange function and performing the minimization operation yields a set of first order conditions. With the implicit function theorem holding for the first order conditions one can obtain the wealth (income) compensated demand functions as 
Using the wealth-expenditure function ) , ( can be formulated as minimizing wealth expenditure
with respect to
is a set of wealth compensated demands that leads to the level of utility
the constraint (5.6) can be expressed as:
Setting the Lagrange function and performing the relevant optimization operation (similar to the analysis in Yeung (2014)) yields a set of first order conditions. With the implicit function theorem holding, the wealth compensated demand functions can be obtained as: 
The consumer's wealth expenditure minimization problem can be expressed as:
Setting up the Lagrange function and deriving the first order conditions one can obtain the wealth compensated demand functions (with the implicit function
Similarly, the wealth-expenditure function can be obtained as:
,
(5.12)
The wealth compensation demand functions and wealth-expenditure functions derived in this section represent the dual results of the primal problem in Section 3.
Random Horizon Stochastic Dynamic Slutsky Equations
In this section, we derive the Slutsky equations under a dynamic framework with uncertainties in the consumer's future income, future preferences and life-span. Invoking the duality results in Section 3 and Section 5 we have
into the wealth-dependent ordinary demand function yields the identity:
One can derive a theorem concerning the relationships between the price effect of the demand of a commodity and the pure substation effect and the wealth effect in a random horizon stochastic dynamic framework with uncertain future preferences as follows. 
Theorem 6.1. Random Horizon Stochastic Dynamic Slutsky Equation under Preference Uncertainty
one can express (6.3) as: 
(6.5)
and using (6.6) one can readily obtain
Substituting (6.7) into (6.4) and invoking the random horizon stochastic dynamic Roy's identity in Theorem 4.1, one obtains (6.2). Hence Theorem 6.1 follows. ■ The random horizon stochastic dynamic Slutsky equation under uncertain preferences in (6.2) generalizes the classic Slutsky equation to a multi-period framework with uncertainties in future income, the consumer's life-span and preferences. In particular, the effect of a price change on the demand of a commodity can be decomposed into a pure substation effect and a wealth effect. The left hand side of equation (6.2) 
Concluding Remarks
This paper extends the conventional consumer analysis to a random horizon stochastic dynamic framework in which there are uncertainties in the consumer's future incomes, future preferences and life-span. The extension incorporates realistic and essential characteristics of the consumer into conventional consumer theory. The paper derives two of the most crucial foundations in consumer theory -Roy's identity and Slutsky equation -in a random horizon stochastic dynamic framework with uncertain future preferences. The analysis advances the microeconomic study on optimal consumption decision to a random horizon stochastic dynamic framework with uncertain consumer preferences. Further research, development and propagations which explore further economic implications of the results in this paper are in order. Invoking (3.7) we obtain the identity 
Differentiating (A.1) with respect to k h p yields: 
